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Climate Depot Special Report: A-Z

Climate Reality Check — Sub-Prime

Science Exposé: ‘The claims of the

promoters of man-made climate

fears are failing’ — Presented to UN

Summit

'The scientific reality is that on virtually every claim -- from A-Z

-- the claims of the promoters of man-made climate fears are

failing. The A-Z report includes key facts, peer-reviewed studies

and the latest data and developments with links for further

reading, on an exhaustive range of man-made global warming

claims'

By: Marc Morano - Climate Depot

Below is the Introduction to the report. Full report is available here.

INTRODUCTION:

Many of the proponents of man-made global warming are now claiming

that climate change is worse than they predicted. According to an

October 18, 2011 Daily Climate article, global warming activists claim

that the “evidence builds that scientists underplay climate impacts” and

“if anything, global climate disruption is likely to be significantly worse
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than has been suggested.”

But this exclusive Climate Depot exhaustive A-Z Climate Reality Check

report on the scientific reality of the failure of man-made global

warming shatters any such illusions that the climate is “worse than we

thought.” As the real world evidence mounts that global warming

claims are failing, the climate activists have ramped up predictions of

future climate change impacts to declare that it “worse than we

thought.” But a prediction or projection of 50-100 years into the future

is not “evidence.” Recent scientific data and developments reveal that

Mother Nature is playing a cruel joke on the promoters of man-made

climate fears.

The scientific reality is that on virtually every claim — from A-Z —

the claims of the promoters of man-made climate fears are failing,

and in many instances the claims are moving in the opposite

direction. The global warming movement is suffering the scientific

death of a thousand cuts. This Climate Depot special report

categorizes and indexes the full range of climate developments in a

handy A-Z reference guide. The A-Z report includes key facts, peer-

reviewed studies and the latest data and developments with links

for further reading, on an exhaustive range of man-made global

warming claims.

The Antarctic sea ice extent has been at or near record extent in the past

few summers and the ice is expanding, the Arctic has rebounded in

recent years since the low point in 2007, polar bears are thriving, sea

level is not showing acceleration and is actually dropping, Cholera and

Malaria are failing to follow global warming predictions, Mount

Kilimanjaro melt fears are being made a mockery by gains in snow

cover, global temperatures have been holding steady for a decade or

more and many scientists are predicting global cooling is ahead, deaths

due to extreme weather are radically declining, global tropical cyclone

activity is near historic lows, the frequency of major U.S. hurricanes has

declined, the oceans are missing their predicted heat content, big

tornados have dramatically declined since the 1970s, droughts are not

historically unusual nor caused by mankind, there is no evidence we are

currently having unusual weather, scandals continue to rock the climate

fear movement, the UN IPCC has been exposed as being a hotbed of

environmental activists, former Vice President Al Gore is now under

siege by his fellow global warming activists for attempting to link every

bad weather event to man-made global warming and scientists from

around the world continue to dissent from man-made climate fears at a

rapid pace.
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Climate Depot’s new A-Z report reveals that the great man-made

global warming catastrophe that was predicted – has been

cancelled.

In addition to the scientific collapse of anthropogenic global warming

fears, the political collapse has been just as stunning. President Obama

has been criticized by former Vice President Al Gore for failing to do

enough when it comes to climate change legislation. The now defunct

and “scientifically meaningless” Congressional climate bill failed

because the Democrats realized it was political suicide. The new

political expediency in Washington is global warming skepticism. The

UN global warming treaty process lay in shambles. See: Democrat

Walter Russell Mead analyzes Gore: Gore steered the green movement

‘into a tsunami of defeat that…will loom as one of the greatest failures

of civil society in all time.’

Proponents of anthropogenic climate change have been reduced to

making outlandish claims of a mythical 97% or 98% consensus. See:

Global Warming: A ‘98% Consensus Of Nothing’: ‘Only shameless

activists or statistically ignorant claim that survey of 77 anonymous

scientists’ is proof of 98% ‘consensus’. Once esteemed science groups

like the National Academy of Sciences (NAS) have now corrupted and

have used taxpayer money to lobby for the passage of climate bills. See:

Ralph Cicerone’s Shame: NAS Urges Carbon Tax, Becomes Advocacy

Group — ‘political appointees heading politicized scientific institutions

that are virtually 100% dependent on gov’t funding’ & NAS Pres. Ralph

Cicerone Turns Science Org. into political advocacy group: $6 million

NAS study is used to lobby for global warming bill & MIT’s Richard

Lindzen: ‘Cicerone of NAS is saying that regardless of evidence the

answer is predetermined. If gov’t wants carbon control, that is the

answer that the NAS will provide’

Movement ‘was bound to fail’

A movement that had Al Gore – one of the most divisive political

figures – as the face of the movement, was bound to fail. A movement

that utilized the scandal ridden United Nations – which is massively

distrusted by the American people – as the repository of science, was

doomed to fail. Gore and the UN IPCC are now reduced to pointing to

every storm, flood, hurricane or tornado as proof of man-made global

warming. The UN has been reduced to blaming man-made global

warming for prostitution. See: Climate Astrology — ‘It Has Been

Foretold’ of Extreme Weather: ‘UN IPCC science has a status similar to

interpretations of Nostradamus and the Mayan calendars’ & Climate

Astrology borrows from the past: ‘Before That Witch Moved Into The

Neighborhood, We Never Had Bad Weather Or Disease’
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But a scientific moment of clarity is now prevailing: The UN and the

U.S. Congress do not have the power to legislate, tax or regulate the

weather. See: Princeton University Physicist Dr. Will Happer: ‘The idea

that Congress can stop climate change is just hilarious’ – Warns of

‘climate change cult’ – July 8, 2009 – Prominent scientists continue to

challenge the alleged “consensus.” See: Nobel Prize-Winning Physicist

Who Endorsed Obama Dissents! Dr. Ivar Giaever Resigns from

American Physical Society Over Group’s Promotion of Man-Made

Global Warming

‘Climate change is governed by hundreds of factors, or variables’

The idea that CO2, a trace essential gas in the atmosphere that humans

exhale from their mouth, is the main climate driver is now being

challenged by peer-reviewed studies, data and scientists from around

the globe. It is not simply, the sun or CO2 when looking at global

temperatures, it is the Sun, volcanoes, tilt of the Earth’s axis, water

vapor, methane, clouds, ocean cycles, plate tectonics, albedo,

atmospheric dust, Atmospheric Circulation, cosmic rays, particulates

like Carbon Soot, forests and land use, etc. Climate change is governed

by hundreds of factors, or variables, not just CO2.

Professor Emeritus of Biogeography Philip Stott of the University of

London explained the crux of the entire global warming debate when he

rebutted the notion that CO2 is the main climate driver.

“As I have said, over and over again, the fundamental point has always

been this: climate change is governed by hundreds of factors, or

variables, and the very idea that we can manage climate change

predictably by understanding and manipulating at the margins one

politically-selected factor (CO2), is as misguided as it gets,” Stott wrote.

Even the global warming activists at RealClimate.org admitted to this

key climate reality in a September 20, 2008 article. “The actual

temperature rise is an emergent property resulting from interactions

among hundreds of factors,” RealClimate.org explained.

The global warming movement continues to lose scientists, many

formerly with the UN IPCC. See: More Than 1000 International

Scientists Dissent Over Man-Made Global Warming Claims –

Challenge UN IPCC & Gore

The future does not look bright for global warming activists as more

scandals continue to rock the movement. See: Climate Depot’s

Exclusive Round Up of Climategate 2.0 – Read about the most
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comprehensive report on the latest global warming scandal – Even

warmists are lamenting that Climate 2.0 may be ‘devastating’: ‘These

[emails] sound worse than I thought at first – their impact will be

devastating’

MIT climate scientist Dr. Richard Lindzen has observed that “Ordinary

people see through man-made climate fears — but educated people are

very vulnerable.”

www.ClimateDepot.com
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A-Z Climate Reality Check (Editor’s Note: This A-Z report will be

regularly updated and will serve as a handy reference guide to man-

made global warming claims.)

Full PDF report is available here.

Filed under: az, climate depot, durban, ipcc, key, media, mediacd, mkey,

science, un
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